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Thank You ...
A nod to the members who helped 
bring this issue to you:
Pat Fahey and Jed Weare who contrib-
uted articles.
Jim O’Brien for proofreading and Dan 
Connor for managing distribution of 
the Journal via email.  

A Word About Submissions ...
The Journal reserves the right to edit 
any content received. 
Stories may be corrected for spelling, 
readability or to fit the available space.
Photographs will be sized to fit space 
allowed. Adjustments may include 
cropping, rotating or adjusting prose 
for optimal appearance.

... and the E-Mail Version
If the emailed Portable Digital File (pdf) 
version of the Journal doesn’t display on 
your computer, please email the Editor.  
To determine how to correct your issue, 
name your PC’s operating system (OS), 
include the versions of the OS version 
and the version of Acrobat your using. 

From the Editor
J.B. Mentzer, Editor, Layout Designer 
and Lead Photographer
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The Journal Seeks Reporters
The Editor seeks a few members 
to volunteer to take notes at meets 
during the 2016 season.
To have an adequate number of 
photos for each meet’s report, the 
Journal wanders the property actively 
shooting everything that moves.
At busy meets, being deployed at 
Page Station or along the broadway 
between the High Line bridges, pre-
cludes visiting the Steaming Bays to 
interview engineers. Notes from these 
interviews provide the source for the 
captions that accompany photos in the 
meet photo galleries.
Interested in writing for the Journal ? 
Say hello! I look forward to speaking 
with you via email or at a club event.

Waushakum Journal Editor J.B. Mentzer 
and Hank Walther patrol the Out of 
Service section of the ex-Maine Central 
Mountain Division in Maine in July 2016.

A permit to operate on the line was 
granted through the Rail Program of 
Maine’s Department of Transportation.
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Club Business Update
Jed Weare, Secretary

April 14, 2016
The April 2016 meeting was held on 
April 14th at the Waushakum track. 
The meeting was called to order by 
the Vice-President at 8:04 PM with 21 
members present.
The minutes of the March 2016 
Meeting were read by the Secretary.
A motion to accept the Minutes as 
read was proposed by Bob Mitchell, 
seconded by Bob Huston and passed 
unanimously.

Superintendent’s Report 
Marc Arsenault provided the Superin-
tendent’s Report.
There was more wind damage.  A 
large tree came down near the freight 
house, with damage to 2 or 3 lengths 
of rail.  Bob Mitchell and Chris 
McClure cleared the fallen wood.  
Dick Ball has been doing a lot of 
brush burning, but there is still some 
more to do.
The stump near the entry shed, left 
over from the earlier wind damage, 
has been removed.
The Hilton porch has been re-leveled.  
The front pilings were removed and 
the front is now f loating on blocks
Bob Newcombe has finished installing 
a new crossover back from the inner 

loop to the outer loop in the station 
yard, so trains crossing from outer to 
inner do not need to make a full circuit 
to cross back to the outer.

Old Business 
The old door codes have now been 
deactivated.
The blacksmith’s coal bought from 
Audubon was picked up from Franklin, 
brought to the track and put into the 
coal bins.
There was an Officer’s meeting on 
March 23rd to discuss Howard Gorin’s 
donation.  Two options were de-
veloped and will be discussed with 
Howard soon.
The donated Jet lathe is at Jim Abrams’ 
house.  There will be an email offer to 
sell the lathe to members shortly.
The gipsy moths have been sprayed.

New Business 
The Annual Dinner will be at the 
Crystal Room on Route 85 in Milford, 
as Prezo’s is not available. The menu 
will be similar to last year’s.
The first scheduled work day will be 
on May 7th.  There is plenty to do.  
Food will be served.
A Member’s Only Meet typically 
occurs on the following day; however 
May 8th is Mother’s Day, so the meet 

continued Page 5

Cass, WV — Because there is no one 
from the younger generation stepping 
in to help, we will be canceling Railfan 
Weekend for 2016. 
 — Cass Scenic Railroad

This appeared on Railway Preserva-
tion News (rypn.org) earlier this year. 
Now how far are we from this? No 
one from the younger members or 
new members stepping in? 
Maybe it is time for some of the 
younger members and new members 
to start learning the ropes of what it 
takes to keep WLS running. 
Let’s take a look at who takes care 
of the ground line so we can run our 
locomotives. 
Right now Bob Newcombe is doing 
all the work, with help from Dick Ball. 
Just how long can he do this with little 
or no help stepping in? 
Now let’s go to who is taking care of 
the High Line to keep that running? 
Well that is being maintained by Dave 
Remington and Jim McGrath. They are 
the ones doing all the work to keep 
that going. 
The Wednesday work crew led by 
Marc Arsenault, they take care of and 

Idle Members, Do More
Pat Fahey

continued Page 12
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Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon is 
on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) to;
 

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746

You may also give this to the Treasurer at any Business Meeting.

In the Fall 2016 Issue of the Waushakum Journal:

annual meet 2016 neighborhood run Day

Fall Blow Down meet

Photo 1: Annual Meet with many visiting trains. 
Photo 2: September’s Neighborhood Appreciation 
Meet ... a last chance to run in warm weather. 
Photo 3: Pine needles cover the ballast. Passenger 
trains run with empty seats. October’s Blow Down 
Meet wraps up WLS’s season.

1 2

3
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This article is about the WLS signal 
system, and what it all means to users. 
I had thought it would be self-evident 
to anyone who has driven on the 
highway, but I was also astonished that 
some people (though only a few) ha-
bitually disregarded red signals, passing 
them at high speed into blind corners 
(with amusing results). I thought it 
could not just be a case of civil dis-
obedience and eventually came to the 
realization that highway and railway 
signals are actually a lot different.
Most highway signals are situated at 
road intersections, where traffic is 
heavy enough that users cannot, in the 
opinion of The Authorities, be trusted 
to safely apply the rules of the road 
and their eyes to avoid collisions. The 
system allocates time slots to the differ-
ent conflicting routes through the in-
tersection, one at a time; the stop lights 
indicate which routes have permission 
to travel through the intersection. 
No consideration is given to vehicle 
presence, so safety relies on users 
obeying the stop lights. In practice, 
users running a red light can usually get 
away with it, because they would only 
do so if they could see there was no 
danger of collision (they may be wrong 
of course!), and are almost certain there 
is no policeman to give them a ticket. 
Hence, the highway red light is seen by 
many drivers as a tiresome technicality 
which can be disregarded at little risk.
How is the railway signal different? 
Well, the safety goal is the same, but 
how it is done is different, for good 
reasons. The major pertinent differ-
ence between a train and an auto-
mobile is the stopping distance and 
time. Automobile stopping distance 
from 50 MPH is around 175 feet (or 
5 or 6 seconds), whereas a heavy 
freight train can take up to a mile (or 
2.5 minutes) to stop. In consequence, 

Signals on the WLS, Part I: 
Red Means Stop
Jed Weare • Photos by J.B. Mentzer

continued Page 14 continued Page 12

continued from Page 3
Club Business Update

will be adjourned to May 15th and 
combined with the Jonathan Lieby 
Memorial Spring Steam-up Meet.
We still need a guest speaker for the 
Annual Dinner.  The subject need not 
necessarily be trains or railways.
Meetings will take place at the track 
until November.

Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was proposed 
by John Pilling, seconded by Bob 
Mitchell, and passed unanimously.  
The meeting was adjourned by the 
Vice-President at 8:25 PM.

May 12, 2016 
The May 2016 meeting was held on 
May 12th at the Waushakum track. 
The meeting was called to order by 
the Vice-President at 8:00 PM with 16 
members present.
The minutes of the April 2016 Meeting 
were read by the Secretary.
Two errors were corrected. 
A motion to accept the Minutes as 
amended was proposed by Walt 
Weber, seconded by Bob Huston and 
passed unanimously.

Superintendent’s Report 
Marc Arsenault provided the Superin-
tendent’s Report.
Work on the Hilton porch has been 
completed.
Re-leveling of steaming bay #16 has 
been completed, and re-leveling of bay 
#18 has started.  A rotted light pole 
has been replaced.  New LED f lood 
lights, donated by Howard Gorin, have 
been installed.
The stump near the entry shed has been 
removed with the bulldozer, after Dig 
Safe came in to check wiring locations.
There was a lot of brush to burn, but it 
was all dealt with before the deadline.
There were 19 members at the work 
day.  Bob Newcombe and Jay Berry 

ran the cook tent.  The start was slow, 
but goals were accomplished.  One 
major leak in the water system was 
found near Cap’s Crossing and fixed.  
More leaf blowing around the track is 
still needed.

Old Business 
There have been no offers from 
members for the Jet lathe, so it will 
now be offered to non-members.  One 
option is to keep it for our own shop, 
to replace the current much older lathe.
Marc Arsenault reported at length on 
the proceedings of the Dues Com-
mittee.  A briefing for the directors is 
planned for June and for the members 
in September.
John at Friends Models contacted 
the club regarding a Van Brocklin 
designed 1.5” scale 4-4-0 they want 
to market.  They are missing some of 
the patterns, and want to locate them.  
It was not known whether the club 
has any of the patterns.  Jim Abrams 
proposed that Friends Models be told 
that the club is interested in selling any 
such patterns we may have, and would 
entertain an offer from Friends Models.  
The motion was seconded by Walt 
Weber, and passed unanimously.
The Officers had a meeting with 
Howard Gorin to discuss Howard’s 
donation.  Two options for a stand-
alone workshop/bathroom building 
and a workshop integrated with 
a station building were discussed.  
Further progress depends on getting 
detailed cost information.  The 
President is talking with Vocational 
Schools, who may be interested in 
taking on our project, which would 
substantially reduce costs.
We still need a guest speaker for the 
Annual Dinner.

New Business 
Marc Arsenault reported that the club 
RS-3 (ex-Charlton Railroad) suddenly 
stopped running, with no spark.  
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photos aligned 1607.306 pgs 06-07

15th Annual Van Brocklin Meet
Photos by J.B. Mentzer June 26, 2016
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William S. Van Brocklin, Jr. 
15th Annual Live Steam Meet

Bill was a prolific contributor to the live steam hobby. 
Authoring numerous articles in live Steam magazine, 
he was adept at improving model steam engines. In 

the shop, he built 40 live steam locomotives.
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Previous Page: Photo 1: Joe Ng 
gives Bill Purcell a turn running Black 
5. Photo 2: Walter Webber was 
tireless in giving the safety message to 
all of our passengers. Photo 3: Live 
steaming is a “clean” hobby, as shown 
by Joe Ng blowing out cinders from 
Black 5’s smoke box. Photo 4: June’s 
Cook Tent Crew. from left: Bobbie Jo 
Raiano, Sandy Forsythe, Pam O’Brien, 
Tony Raiano. Photo 5: Chris Colby 
running the Charlton RS-3. 

This Page, from 2014: Photo 6: 
John Kelly eases the club’s Hudson 
off the Transfer Table. Photo 7: 
Jimi Smith departs the Station Yard 
siding. Photo 8: John Kelly backs the 
Hudson over the inner loop’s diamond. 
Photo 9: John opens the Hudson’s 
other blow down valve, beginning the 
cleaning process required after every 
day on the high iron.

The AnnuAl MeeT needs 
VolunTeer for A Job TodAy!

You!

s e e T h e d i s p lAy A d o n pA g e 13
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14th Annual Classic Cars Meet
Photos by J.B. Mentzer July 17, 2016

photos aligned 1607.306 pgs 08-09
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Photo 1: Dick Ball’s Mummamae 
departs for the main line. Photo 2: 
John Pilling passes with the Steaming 
Bays in the background Photo 3: 
Steam engines always draw a crowd, 
as Jimmy Connor and his 4-4-2 
demonstrate. Photo 4: In the Steaming 
Bays, Jay Monte (L) and Les Russell. 
Photo 5: No need for coal by Dan 
Temple’s box cab electric locomotive.
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Photo 6: Amelia Jamieson running 
the Charlton RS-3. Photo 7: With the 
throttle wide open for a moment, Jimmy 
Connor’s Atlantic barks under the signal 
bridge. Photo 8: Throttle open, heading 
for the Wilderness Division. Photo 9: 
The WLS is fun for all ages! Photo 10: 
July’s Cook Tent Crew, from left: Kathy 
Arsenault, Bob Newcombe, Jim O’Brien, 
Pam O’Brien and Demetra Huston.
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Photo 11: The Concours central 
paddock. Photo 12: Passing our 
Entrance Shanty was a Cadillac. 
Following: Photo 13: ‘66 Chevy 
Impala SS. Photo 14: ‘67 Ford Fairlane. 
Photo 15: ‘66 Ford Mustang.

Concours 

Waushakum Green

d’Elegance

In addition to the busy High and 
Ground Lines, our grass field 
featured our own . . .

On
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Ken Gates is offering his 
electric MLW M-420R in 
Providence & Worcester 
livery and train for sale. 

The trailer was new about 
2013 and has electric 
brakes. With train aboard, 
a 2WD SUV will tow smoothly.

Waushakum R.R. Freight House
A place for WLS Members list live steam items for 
sale to the WauShakum Journal audience.

$30,000
FOR SALE

1-1/2” scale, 7.25” gauge complete freight train custom built by Ken Gates. The M-420R model is powered by 
24V electric motors with a 400A controller, professionally wired. Two-axle trailer available.

Montreal Locomotive Works 
M-420R

Control Stand

Side access door 
at head of trailer

Trailer doors swing wide for easy unloading

508-867-6933

PHotograPHy tHis Page: J.B. Mentzer

$5,000
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Pat Fahey
continued from Page 3

maintain the grounds of the club and 
the buildings. They take their time and 
do what ever work is needed to keep 
the club going. Some of the work is 
digging up and laying either water or 
electric feeds.  How do you think all 
the water lines and electric got put in 
for the mobile homes for the meet?  
The Cook Tent, who is going to step 
in when Jim and Pam O’Brien decide 
that they have had enough?  A lot 
more goes on than just buying food 
a few weeks before the club events. 
Maybe it is time to Step Up. 
Club signals, Jed Weare takes care of this 
with help from Dick Ball and as you can 

continued from Page 5
Club Business Update

see the signals work fine.  But all this 
work just didn’t happen, it was time put 

in because it was needed.
The lawn mowing, ya 
I do it now. I have it a 
lot easier compared to 
Norfolk Street, the clubs 
old track site. When 
I was mowing at the 
old track site I had to 
Hand mow the bankings 
because Capt. Child 
could not do it with his 
rider.  Now I have been 
mowing the clubs lawn 
in one way or another 
sense the early 80’s.  Now 
who is going to replace 
me when I decide to call 
it quits?  
Now it’s time for some 
of the younger members 
and new members 
to step up and start 
learning the ropes of 
what it is going take to 
keep this running. The 
younger members and 
new members, you know 
who you are. It takes 
more than just running 
an engine or attending 
a meet to keep this club 
going …. 
So I said my piece, you 
want to play lumberjack, 
it is time for you to hold 
up Your End of the Log.  

Photo 1: Bob Newcombe with his Ground Line work train. 
Photo 2: Marc Arsenault with a loaded ballast train.

tWo PHotos: JB Mentzer

After taking it apart, he discovered 
the f lywheel magnet was severely 
rusted, affecting the ignition system.  
It is now fixed.

Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was proposed by 
Bob Foster, seconded by Bob Huston, 
and passed unanimously.  The meeting 
was adjourned by the Vice-President 
at 9:05 PM.

June 9, 2016
The June 2016 meeting was held on 
June 9th at the Waushakum track. 
The meeting was called to order by 
the President at 8:07 PM with 20 
members present.
The minutes of the May 2016 Meeting 
were read by the Secretary.
A motion to accept the Minutes as read 
was proposed by John Pilling, seconded 
by Walt Weber and passed unanimously.

Superintendent’s Report 
Marc Arsenault provided the Superin-
tendent’s Report.
No major projects are currently in 
progress.  A set of crossbucks has 
been erected near the entry shed to 
protect the water valve, and also for 
decoration.  Flashers will be fitted to 
it.  Apart from that, work has been 
done on leaf blowing and ballasting.
The Charlton RS-3 broke again.  This 
time, the coil failed completely.  A re-
placement was bought and fitted, and 
the engine is now fine.
An additional high-level bay is being 
installed off of the unloading turnta-
ble, intended for use by non-steamers 
to do quick inspections and repairs.  
Comments were invited. 

Old Business 
We had the electrical inspection on 
May 17th.  It was mostly OK, with just 
a few minor things that need attention.
The Steam-up meet went well.  We 
received $55 in donations.
Marc Arsenault reported again on the 
proceedings of the Dues Committee, 
and outlined some of their recommen-
dations.  There will be a meeting soon, 
where the committee’s findings will be 
presented to the Officers.

New Business 
The Van Brocklin Meet will be on June 
26th.  Food will be available.  In July 
the NMRA Hub Division will visit.
The fire extinguishers are to be 
removed temporarily for inspection.
The Annual Dinner will be in the 
Crystal Room, Milford, on August 
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Annual Meet 2016 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Thursday August 25th, 2016 6:00 pm

Annual Diner
August 26th, 27th, & 28th, 2016

46TH Annual Meet
Full Cook Tent • Saturday Night Dinner

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Sunday September 18th, 2016
15TH Annual 

Neighborhood Appreciation Day
Members & Invited Guests Only

Cook Tent: Hot Dogs & Hamburgers

October 16th, 2016
James Scott Memorial

Fall Blow-down Meet

Waushakum Calendar of Events for 2016
President, WLS Inc., James O’Brien

Live Steam meets for May ~ October 2016 are 
listed below by date. Not listed: New Year’s 
Day Meet on January 1st, 2017.
Unless noted, the Cook Tent is closed. Soda 
is available at the soda machine all season.

Happy Holidays

August

september

OctOber

  1 2 3 4 5 6
 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
 14 15 16 17 18 19 14
 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
 28 29 30 31

     1 2 3
 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
 25 26 27 28 29 30

       1
 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
 30 31

AnnuAl Meet  
Volunteers

Urgently
    Needed!
Call or email Amelia Jamieson 
today to schedule your shift.

The WLS needs you to make the 
2016 Annual Meet a success!

WLS MobiLization CoMMittee

There’s A MeeT Job 
for You!

To Volunteer, Contact:

Amel ia  Jamieson  
508-378-1266 

ajamieson1912@yahoo.com
JiM aBraMs

JB Mentzer

25th, 6 to 10 PM.  Reservations are 
being taken; the price is $25 per head.  
We still need a guest speaker.
A lengthy discussion arising from the 
Treasurer’s statement of our financial 
situation took place.  Many interesting 
suggestions for decreasing expenses 
and increasing income were proposed 
and discussed.  Walt Weber volun-
teered to sell some of our stock of Tee-
shirts at meets; Jim Abrams volunteered 
to cover the dumpster bill next month, 
and Tom McCune volunteered to pay 
next month’s electric bill. 

Adjournment 
A motion to adjourn was proposed by 
Bob Newcombe, seconded by Walt 
Weber, and passed unanimously.  The 
meeting was adjourned by the Presi-
dent at 9:30 PM.

Respectfully Submitted, 
Jed Weare 
Secretary
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Most of the railway signals which 
govern following traffic are considered 
“permissive” signals; this means that 
the train may, at the engineer’s discre-
tion, proceed at slow speed - but only 
after stopping for the red light - and 
be prepared to stop before encounter-
ing the train ahead; compare this to 
the blinking red light on the highway. 
In contrast, red “absolute” signals, 
which are mainly used at track in-
tersections rather than for following 

traffic, mean “stop and stay” (until the 
light changes, or a signalman gives 
permission). In full size, the method of 
indicating whether a signal is absolute 
or permissive varies. At WLS, the 
method is under review, so currently 
there are no permissive signals: always 
stop and stay at a red light.

avoiding running into the back of 
someone on the highway is left to the 
skill of the users, with some half-heart-
ed official advice about not tailgating. 
On the railway, however, it is the 
major safety issue (especially on 
double track), and cannot be trusted 
to the eyes of the engineer. A way 
of detecting a train a long way ahead 
and informing the engineer in time for 
him to stop is needed. The traditional 
method breaks the track into blocks 
occupied by only one train at a time. 
A block is a variable quantity which 
depends on train speed and weight, 
but is roughly the length of track 

ahead in which a train can safely stop. 
Each block has a device called a track 
circuit to detect whether there is a 
train in the block. The track circuit 
controls a signal at the entrance to the 
block to show a red light (or equiva-
lent) if the block is occupied. Other 
dangerous situations can also cause a 
red light, such as a switch set against 

Signals on the WLS: Red Means Stop
continued from Page 5

you, or a broken rail. Thus a red light 
on the railway means that there is an 
actual train just ahead. It is not just a 
tiresome technicality, but a warning of 
a real problem. This is why it is really 
stupid to pass red lights at high speed.
So far, we have been talking about 
the simplest of cases, signals showing 
a single red light.  In a later article we 
will talk about multiple-head signals, 
where there may be several lights of 
possibly different colors.  Remaining 
with single-head signals, there are 
some cases where it is permissible to 
pass a red light, though never at high 
speed, and usually after stopping first. 
A grade signal (marked with a plate with 
the letter “G” on the mast) can occur 
on a steep up-grade, where restarting a 
heavy train may be difficult. It allows a 
heavy train to pass at dead slow speed, 
without stopping. Apart from this, all 
red lights require you to stop.

Station Switch: This signal is located at the 
switch that serves the ground line’s Station Track 
and Main Line through the station area, and is 
displaying both a red and a yellow light. A later 
article will explain this apparent contradiction.

Lineside Signal: Do you know what’s around 
the corner?

A red signal indicates a train ahead. Engineers should 
stop and proceed only when the track is clear.

Grade Signal: On the climb toward Butler 
Bridge, this signal has a “Grade” plate, which 
allows trains to proceed (without stopping) past 
a STOP indication at Restricted Speed.

Restricted Speed requires being able to stop 
in less distance than one half of the length of 
vision ahead.
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